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Speed and Intelligence
High-performance sports chronograph
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SMARTPHONE LINK
 ACCURATE TIMEKEEPING EASY TO USE 

Syn
c!

*The screen design is subject to 
  change without notice.

EDIFICE CONNECTED
*Apps for use may vary by model.

Beep!

Syn
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STOPWATCH
DATA TRANSFER

WORLD TIME
FOR OVER 300 CITIES

ALARM MODE PHONE FINDER

EQB-1000



SUPER SLIM HIGH SPEC CHRONOGRAPH
ONLY 8.9mm THICK

EQB-1000
SMARTPHONE LINK



•Smartphone Link (Auto time adjustment [4 times/day, auto summertime switching]), 
Approximately 300 World Time cities, 1/1000-second lap time records, Phone Finder, 
Operation tone on/off) •Current time in two different cities •Day indicator •Date display 
•Stopwatch (200 lap time records) •Time alarm •Sapphire crystal with non-re�ective 
coating •Tough Solar (Solar powered) •100-meter water resistance

SUPER SLIM 
HIGH SPEC CHRONOGRAPH

SUPER SLIM ONLY 8.9mm THICK

HIGH SPEC CHRONOGRAPH
WITH SAPPHIRE CRYSTAL

Last Lap Differential Indicator Dual Dial World Time8.9 mm thin case
Bluetooth® Smartphone Link, a Tough 
Solar power system, and multi-hand 
chronograph timekeeping, all packed 
into an 8.9 mm thin case.

When using the watch to measure lap 
time, the difference between the current 
lap and the last lap is indicated by a dial 
within a range of -5 to +1 seconds. This 
provides you with important feedback 
about constantly changing race conditions 
as they occur.

A dial on the face of the watch 
always shows the current time in 
another zone whenever you need it. 
A sub-dial also indicates a.m. or p.m. 
at a glance. You can use the 
smartphone app to select from 
among 300 cities.

Stainless steel band

EQB-1000D-1A

EQB-1000  |  LINE UP



EFR-S567

SLIM CHRONOGRAPH 
WITH SAPPHIRE CRYSTAL



•9.5 mm slim case •Sapphire crystal •1-second stopwatch •Date display 
•Sapphire Glass with non-re�ective coating •100-meter water resistance 

SLIM CHRONOGRAPH
WITH SAPPHIRE  CRYSTAL
SLIM CHRONOGRAPH
WITH SAPPHIRE  CRYSTAL

EFR-S567  |  LINE UP

Stainless steel band

EFR-S567D-1AV

Stainless steel band

EFR-S567D-2AV

Black ion plated case and band
Stainless steel band

EFR-S567DC-1AV



EFR-S107

WITH

SAPPHIRE CRYSTAL



•8.3 mm slim case •Sapphire crystal •Date display •Sapphire Glass with 
non-re�ective coating •100-meter water resistance

WITH SAPPHIRE  CRYSTALWITH SAPPHIRE  CRYSTAL

EFR-S107  |  LINE UP

Stainless steel band

EFR-S107D-1AV

Genuine Leather Band

EFR-S107L-1AV


